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Possible suppression of canted spin order in the double-exchange lanthanum manganites
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The existence of the canted~noncollinear! spin order in the double-exchange magnets is examined by
solving a model Hamiltonian using a combination of the Hartree-Fock approximation and an exact diagonal-
ization scheme using the Lanczos method. It is shown that the tendency for the canted spin order depends
significantly on the electronic parameters and that the double-exchange mechanism does not always lead to a
canted magnetic state, even for small carrier concentration.@S0163-1829~97!00506-7#
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The striking correlation between ferromagnetism and m
tallic conduction in the mixed valence oxide
La12xCax(Mn12x

31 Mnx
41)O3, observed by Jonker and va

Santen,1 was explained qualitatively by Zener’s idea
double exchange.2 The double-exchange mechanism w
subsequently reformulated and studied in two classic pa
by Anderson and Hasegawa3 and by De Gennes.4 According
to this mechanism, both ferromagnetism and conduction
linked to the mobility of the manganese conduction el
trons. Taking the example of La12xCaxMnO3, on which con-
siderable attention has been focused following the discov
of colossal magnetoresistance,5,6 the Mn(t2g) electrons con-
stitute the localized spins, while theeg electrons~or holes!
constitute the mobile carriers. The motion of these ‘‘Zen
carriers’’ couples the localized spins ferromagnetically sin
this minimizes the kinetic energy, reminiscent of the N
gaoka state,7 where the presence of a hole in an otherw
half-filled Hubbard model turns the entire lattice ferroma
netic. In contrast to the Hubbard model, where the format
of the ferromagnetic Nagaoka state is governed by the C
lomb interaction, in the double-exchange mechanism, the
portant parameter for the ferromagnetic coupling is
Hund’s rule exchangeJH between the localized and the co
duction electrons.

In addition to the ferromagnetic coupling between the
calized spins mediated via the conduction electrons~double
exchange!, there also exists a superexchange interaction
tween the localized spins, and the ground-state magn
structure is determined by a competition between the t
De Gennes4 argued that for small Zener carrier concent
tion, this competition always results in a canted spin ord
Experimentally, the presence of a ferromagnetic momen
the manganites and its increase with the Zener car
concentration8 have been suggested as evidence
canting,4,9 based on which a canted order f
La12xCaxMnO3-type systems in the range of 0.1,x,0.2 is
generally assumed. However, recent experiments have
doubt on this assumption. For example, the lack of a sh
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temperature dependence of the collinear-noncollinear m
netic transition withx, contrary to prediction, has led Troy
anchuk to suggest the presence of a mixed state, consi
of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic~AF! phases,10 as op-
posed to a canted state. Thus the issue of the existenc
canting in the manganites is still under debate.

This paper contains two main results:~1! The double-
exchange mechanism does not always lead to a canted
netic order, even for small carrier concentrationx and ~2!
The electronic parameters in La12xCaxMnO3 are such that
canting may be suppressed in these compounds.

To summarize De Gennes’ argument for the existence
canting, consider, for example, a layer cubic structure
which all spins within a~100! layer are aligned ferromagnet
cally, while they are canted by the angleu with respect to
spins in the successive layers. This is the canted versio
the observed AF typeA structure of LaMnO3 considered in
this paper. Then for a small Zener carrier concentrationx,
introduced by Ca doping, the total energy is given by a s
of the superexchange and the band-structure terms,

E5Jcosu2@4t12t cos~u/2!#3x, ~1!

wherex being small, all carriers were assumed to occupy
lowest band state. HereJ is the AF superexchange betwee
the localized spins on successive planes andt is the nearest-
neighbor hopping integral between orbitals of same spin. T
basic argument of De Gennes was that the loss of the
change energy is of the second order, while the gain in
kinetic energy is of the first order~in the angle of deviation
from the AF order!, so that the kinetic energy term alway
favors a canted order. This can be seen from Eq.~1!, which
has the minimum for a canted order withu52 cos21(tx/2J)
for all values oft andJ, and forx,2J/t. Beyond thisx, a
ferromagnetic order is obtained.

In De Gennes’ work, in addition to the simplified kinet
energy term, the Hund’s rule exchangeJH is taken to bè
and the Coulomb interaction is ignored. Recent dens
2725 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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2726 55BRIEF REPORTS
functional calculations11,12 have shown that these condition
are not satisfied in the lanthanum manganites and, in par
lar, the exchange splitting is only about twice the bandwi
W of the relevanteg band, i.e., 4JH /W'2. As we show
below, when these effects are taken into account, the e
getics of the canted state are modified, and for appropr
parameters, canting is suppressed.

We consider a model, which is a lattice version of t
Anderson-Hasegawa3 Hamiltonian but where in addition we
have included the Coulomb interaction between the Ze
carriers:

H52t (
^ i j &,s

cis
† cjs1c.c.1(̂

i j &
Ĵi j Si•Sj22JH(

i
Si•si

1U0(
i
n̂i↑n̂i↓1U1 (

^ i j &,sn
n̂isn̂ jn . ~2!

The model, restricted to the Mn sites, describes the motio
the conduction electrons~or holes! in the Jahn-Teller split
lowereg band~one orbital per site!,11 in a lattice of localized
t2g spins. The electron-phonon coupling term is not exp
itly included in the Hamiltonian, since as argued by D
Gennes,4 it is unlikely to affect the canting energy in an
significant way. In Eq.~2!, t is the nearest-neighbor hoppin
integral, cis

† (cis) are the creation~annihilation! operators
for electrons on sitei with spins, n̂is is the number opera
tor, si[(1/2)(sn(cis

† tsncin) is the conduction-electron spi

FIG. 1. Energy as a function of the angle of cantingu obtained
from exact diagonalization for the 434 square lattice for two dif-
ferent values of the number of Zener electrons:~a! N56 and ~b!
N53. The electron parameters used are listed in~b!.
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density, witht being the Pauli matrices,JH is the Hund’s
rule exchange,Ĵi j is the superexchange between the loc
ized spinsS, andU0 andU1 are the on-site and the neares
neighbor Coulomb repulsion terms. Apart from its effect
canting, the Coulomb interaction plays an important role
describing the experimentally observed charge ordering
tween Mn31 and Mn41 ions,13–15an issue we shall discus
elsewhere.16 For the present case of one conduction orb
per site, the on-siteU0 is unimportant ifJH is large, since the
latter already prevents the double occupancy of a lattice s
However for smaller values ofJH , U0 is important. Follow-
ing earlier authors, thet2g spins are treated as classical, b
the correct quantum-mechanical exchange energies are u
so that the energy difference between the parallel and a
parallel alignment of the electron spin with respect toS is
given by (2S11)JH , i.e., 4JH for the present case with
S53/2. Guided by results of density-functional calculation
typical values of the electron parameters entering into
Hamiltonian aret.0.120.15 eV,U0.8210 eV,JH.1 eV,
andU1.0.220.4 eV. Without loss of generality, we retai
only an effectiveinterlayer nearest-neighbor exchangeĴi j ,
which we estimate to beJ[ ĴS2'7 meV.17 For
LaMnO3, with the t2g

3 eg
1 configuration of the Mn atom, the

eg
1 conduction band is full, and holes are introduced in t
band, one per Ca dopant, in the mixed compou
La12xCaxMnO3.

11

We have studied the ground state of the Hamiltionian~2!
as a function of the Zener carrier concentrationx and orien-
tation of thet2g spins using two methods:~i! Exact Lanczos
diagonalization on a 434 square lattice and~ii ! Hartree-
Fock approximation on the cubic lattice.

To examine the effects of the Coulomb interaction, whi
affects the canting order by reducing the kinetic energy
the itinerant electrons, we have performed an exact diago
ization study for a 434 square lattice with periodic bound
ary condition, where the magnetic moments are aligned w
a prescribed angleu with respect to the nearest neighbors
shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!. The ground state is obtaine
by a numerical diagonalization of the many-body Ham
tonian using the Lanczos algorithm.18 To isolate the effect of

FIG. 2. One-electron density-of-statesr(e) for the cubic lattice
corresponding to the dispersion relation, Eq.~3!. Energy is in units
of t.
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the Coulomb terms, we have takenJH5`, which makes
U1 the relevant Coulomb parameter asU0 is unimportant in
this limit. For JH5`, the computations are simplified b
using a site-dependent axis for spin quantization poin
along the localized spinS. Only one spin orientation is the
allowed, but now the effective hopping integral becom
2tcos(u/2).3

The results are presented in Fig. 1, which shows the va
tion of the energy with the angle of canting. The minimum
the total energy gives the value of the canting angle,
instance,u'130° for the caseN56 andU150. The Cou-
lomb interactionU1 reduces the kinetic energy as the Zen

FIG. 3. Total energy as a function of the canting angleu ~units
of p) for the cubic lattice for selected values ofJH with Zener hole
concentrationx50.05. The energy slope corresponding to Eq.~1!,
dE/duuu→p5tx, is indicated by the dashed line.

FIG. 4. Variation of the canting energy with Zener carrier co
centration for the cubic lattice with layer magnetic structure. Sho
also are the results corresponding to De Gennes’ expression
~1!. The other two curves correspond to the results of the Hart
Fock calculations. The relative values of the canting energies i
cate the diminishing tendency towards the formation of a can
spin order asJH is lowered.
d

s

a-
f
r

r

electrons are forced to move in a correlated manner in o
to avoid the simultaneous occupancy of nearest-neigh
sites in the lattice. If the carrier concentration is sufficien
high, then there may exist a critical value ofU1, beyond
which the kinetic energy is sufficiently reduced that the e
ergetics are in effect controlled by the superexchange t
J. This is seen for the caseN56 @Fig. 1~a!#, where the
tendency towards the canted order is gradually diminis
with increasingU1, with the canting eventually suppresse
for U1*0.1 eV. For smaller carrier concentration, howev
the effect ofU1 is not as dramatic, since the carriers rare
encounter one another. This is illustrated in Fig. 1~b! for the
case ofN53, where even an infinite value ofU1 is unable to
suppress canting, although, the canting energy is redu
reflecting the kinetic energy reduction.

The energetics of the canting order with respect to
AF-type A order for the cubic lattice, relevant fo
La12xCaxMnO3, were studied in the self-consistent Hartre
Fock approximation. All Brillouin-zone summations we
performed with; 50 000kW points. In the case of the lattic
the kinetic energy in De Gennes’ expression~1! becomes
quickly invalid asx is increased from zero. To illustrate thi
we consider the case of noninteracting electrons in the li
JH5`, so that electron spins are always aligned alongS and
we have a one-band tight-binding model. The electro
band structuree(kW ) is then given by

e~kW !52t i~coskxa1coskya!12t'coskza, ~3!

where kW is the Bloch momentum, the in-plane hoppin
t i52t and the interplane hoppingt'52t cos(u/2). The

-
n
q.
e-
i-
d

FIG. 5. Dependence of the ground-state magnetic structure
the carrier concentrationx and the exchange interactionJ, for elec-
tronic parameters typical for the manganites. Hatched regions i
cate ground states with canted order. The dashed line separate
canted and the ferromagnetic regions~indicated by circled C and F!
according to Eq.~1!, which neglects several effects as discussed
the text.
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2728 55BRIEF REPORTS
one-electron density-of-states~DOS!, r(e), can be expresse
in terms of elliptic integrals19 and are shown in Fig. 2 fo
various u ’s. The case ofu5180° corresponds to an AF
alignment resulting in t'50 and therefore to a two
dimensional DOS. The DOS near the band bottomeb is the
important part, since this for smallx determines the band
structure energy. If a linear approximation to the DOS n
eb is made, as suggested from Fig. 2, viz.,r(e)50
for e,eb , (c/2)3(e2eb)/„2t cos(u/2)… for eb,e,24t
12t cos(u/2), andc otherwise, withc.0.09/t, then for a
given value ofx, one finds that the gain in band-structu
energy for u→180° is in fact of the second order, viz
dEbs5(2/3)ct2cos2(u/2) for x.2ct cos(u/2), i.e., of the
same order inu as the exchange energy in Eq.~1!, so that De
Gennes’s argument is not valid anymore. This effect is s
from the full calculation~Fig. 3! where the energy corre
sponding toJH5` differs significantly from the linear slope
tx, as would be predicted from Eq.~1!.

Now, we discuss how the canting energy is affected
JH is reduced from its infinity value. For largeJH , one can
show using second-order perturbation theory that the can
angle is given by cos(u/2)5(tx)/(2J1t2/JH). Thus, asJH is
reduced from its infinite value, the system tends more
wards the AF order, i.e., the canting is weakened.
JH50, canting is entirely suppressed, for, in this limit, t
conduction electrons are no longer coupled to the locali
spins and the magnetic order is then governed solely by
superexchange interactionJ. This gradual reduction and dis
appearance of the canting order with diminishingJH is seen
from the Hartree-Fock results for the layer cubic lattice~Fig.
3!.

An indication of the tendency towards the formation o
canted order is the robustness of the canting energy, defi
as the energy difference between the state with canting o
K.
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and the competing state with either the F or the AF ord
The canting energy is shown in Fig. 4, from which we s
that the energy gained by canting is appreciably reduce
our model. For instance, the maximum canting energy
about 2.5 meV in De Gennes’ model, occurring atx.0.03,
while we find the maximum value to be only about 0.5 me
occurring atx.0.1.

In Fig. 5, we summarize the ground-state magnetic str
ture as a function of carrier concentration and the relat
magnitude of the exchangeJ, for the electronic parameter
appropriate for the lanthanum manganites. Contrary to
De Gennes expression, Eq.~1!, which always predicts a
canted spin order for small enoughx, we see that this is no
the case anymore. For instance, the canted spin order is
favored for the entire range of concentration, 0,x&0.4, if
J*6 meV. Near half-filling (x'0.5), the reemergence of th
canted region seen in Fig. 5 is related to the divergent tw
dimensional density-of-states at the band center~Fig. 2!.
However, since the Jahn-Teller splitting of the twofoldeg
orbital is already small at half-filling, corresponding
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, a two-band model may be more appropria
in this concentration range. The more complexCE lattice
structure is experimentally observed for this case.8

We note here that our analysis does not preclude the
istence of a canted state for the entire family of mangani
Rather, we have shown that the existence of a canted gro
state depends on the relative magnitudes of the various e
tronic parameters. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
the double-exchange mechanism does not always lead
canted magnetic ground state, even for small carrier conc
tration, contrary to the prevalent belief in the literature.
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